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INTRODUCTION

1:

From the outset Stoke-on-Trent has embraced coproduction and this is evident through the shaping of
new systems and development of new strategic
approaches.
There is a real and acknowledged transparency in our
collaboration with parents, carers and guardians
across formal groupings and through individuals. It
has been the expectation and strategic promise, that
parents, carers, partners, young adults, children and
young people are partners in the work we do and
without their involvement, where they wish to give
it, we would not be able to develop and deliver
effective services helping children with significant
challenges to learning achieve their aspirations.
More than 4,600 (1025 of whom have an EHCP)
children in the city with a special educational need
attend a setting which is good or outstanding. 16.2%
of primary children and 14% of secondary children in
the city at any one time have a SEN.

Who are children in Specific Circumstances?
• looked after children
• care leavers
• children and young people with SEN and social care needs,
including children in need
• children and young people educated out of area
• children and young people with SEN who are educated at home
• children and young people in alternative provision
• children and young people who have SEN and are in hospital
• children of service personnel
• children and young people in youth custody

The above list is taken from Section 10 of the SEND Code of
Practice – January 2015 which came into force on 1st April 2015

In 2016, Stoke on Trent City Council Inclusion Service
commissioned a review of parental engagement
during the SEND reform activity. This is aimed at parents of children, young people and young adults
(0 – 25) with significant challenges to their learning under Section 10 of the SEND Code of the
Practice 2015
In July 2016, the SEND Board, set up to ensure that the SEN Reforms are in place, were advised of
the results of that review and the challenges faced by the parents that were consulted. Through
school visits, community visits, online questionnaires and parent groups.

STOKE ON TRENT PARENTS , CARERS AND GUARDIANS SAID:

2:






There is no clear pathway for parents to enable them to access the support they need:
The support networks are disjointed although there is clear and significant value in both of
the key ones (Parent Carer Forum (PCF) and Parent Engagement In Stoke (PEGIS Network))
Most parents do not want to get involved at higher strategic level, they want what is best for
the child and young person in whichever setting they are in.
Parents feel there is no feedback from strategic meetings and if there is they do not know
how to access it. (parents with financial difficulties often do not access online information)
There needs to be a more open pathway for parents to engage to prevent ‘burn out’ or those
that feel they have to attend because ‘there is no one else.’
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3:

Parents are sometimes discouraged by the ‘corporate speak’ at panels and meeting (health,
education and social care) and some feel overwhelmed due to their own learning needs.

OBJECTIVES 2016 - 2018

To increase the value of the voice of parents, carers and guardians in education pathways for
children with significant challenges to learning we will:
1. Train our staff, and parents where they wish to take part in a variety of methods to reach
those families of children who find it more difficult to engage.
2. Enable parents to choose how they access their support and will provide information of
what is available to them.
3. Develop a Pathway of Parental Participation and provide information through early years
settings, primary and high schools, colleges and partner organisations.
4. Encourage all our schools to develop support groups for parents, carers and guardians of
children with a significant challenge to their learning supported by SENCOs and where
possible, parents who have been through the journey at that setting.
5. Review the roles of our Parent Carer Forum and PEGIS Network to enable joined up working
and variety of support by and for parents, carers and guardians.

4:

PRINCIPLES OF ENGAGEMENT OF PARENTS, CARERS AND GUARDIANS
IN STOKE-ON-TRENT

We will:









5:

Value the views of the parents, carers and guardians of children with significant challenges
to learning.
Promote transparency and communication between services and families.
Listen to parents, carers and guardians in a way that is respectful, helpful and
understanding.
Respect the views of parents, carers and guardians, including those who do not wish to take
part.
Lead by example and promote the importance and value of collaborative working with
families to ensure the best education experience for their child/ren.
Encourage active listening, and feedback to parents where their suggestions have been
taken on board, or not.
Expect from our services an approach that is reliable, supportive and inclusive and meets
the needs of parents, carers and guardians for support, information and guidance.
Acknowledge and respect that the views of parents are based on the fact that it is their child
that is the focus of their involvement.

BARRIERS TO PARENTAL PARTICIPATION

Over time there has been a lot of study on how to include parents within the services provided by
local authorities.
The access to parents to consult them on the barriers to attending events and consultations has
been limited. The majority of families that access support are white British with access to daytime
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meetings. Parents that are harder to engage in group settings are, in the main, disabled parents,
parents with mental health needs, parents of teenagers, parents of children in care of the local
authority, parents from minority communities, those from asylum seeking families and those who
are peripatetic. While some few of these families are active, most are not.
The Joseph Rowntree foundation identified some of the physical and practical barriers to enable
parents to engage. One major reason for limited engagement by parents is their lack of knowledge
of local services and how they could help (Gibbons and Thorpe, 1989; Henricson,2002). This was
confirmed in 2016 by Children England as they engaged with parents in schools in Stoke on Trent.
Early in the SEND reform process, parents in high school provision told us they had limited
knowledge of the services that were available to them, and that information needs to be available
from the point of diagnosis and also some time following the adjustment period.
Single parents and times of services to support them were also identified in Stoke-on-Trent as
barriers to participation of parents. One parent told us ‘All the support activities and training seem
to be in the afternoon and I have to pick my son up at 1pm. His behaviours would not allow me to
either access face to face to face activities outside of my home or online help or training.’ It was
also pointed out by some parents that very rarely are child care provisions provided, and when they
are, they are for the younger children.
The public transport structure in the city, while improving, still has an impact on the access to
services for many parents, and getting them together to discuss ways to address this is very difficult
as often, it would be those that always attend groups and forums who would be talking for those
that don’t. I would attend, but I have to only come when my husband can bring me and of course
he works away from home much of the time. The taxis are very expensive, and buses, well, it
would be two changes for me to just get into the town centre.’
Some Asian and Eastern European families, we were told, because of their lack of English find it hard
to find the confidence to attend parent teacher meetings or support. One parent told me, through
her daughter, that when her daughter is in school, she finds it hard because her daughter is her
primary interpreter.

6:

SO, HOW DO WE IMPROVE THE ENGAGEMENT OF PARENTS , CARERS
AND GUARDIANS?

When asked how best to communicate/engage with parents, our parents said









‘A support service where they can opt in and out independently.’
‘The most important way to communicate is face to face, parent to parent.’
‘Approachable, reliable, supportive, inclusive and meets their needs for support or
information.’
‘Through SENCOs and through SEND parent group in school.’
‘For professionals to actually listen to parents and act on what is suggested.’
‘Helpful, listen, understanding works.’
‘Questions in multiple choice will help parents decide better (young person)’
‘Through groups like PEGIS and the other Parent Carer Forum.’
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‘Transitions need to be monitored to make sure they happen properly’
‘For an independent organisation to support parents’
‘Fairly openly, non-judgementally and personable.’
‘Through active listening and choice of how it is done’
‘Positive and joint communication’
‘To listen to us when we say we don’t want to take part in consultations or anything else. It
is MY child that is important to me!’

A few ways to make it easier to engage parents:

6.1

There are a number of things to think about if you are engaging parents in schools. Not least of
which is that the parent themselves may not have had a positive education experience.





Be flexible and accessible in the timing of your parent/teacher meetings. It may be better
for some parents to come at a different time to the event you have planned due to work,
child care or other commitments.
Some parents may benefit from being able to bring a friend to translate for them.
Make it easy to find out what is happening with your service for parents. Use a variety of
ways to engage. Do you have a notice board for parents?
Do you provide basic skills support for those parents for whom literacy is a challenge?
Where appropriate don’t forget to ensure that parents of looked after children are enabled
to engage.
For those parents who find it hard to come to a school or a service, encourage them to bring
a friend or partner with them.
Encourage parents to work with the child to complete their Pupil Passports or This Is Me.
Encourage engagement of parents and carers from the earliest stage possible.



Invite parents to engage in a learning activity with you and their child.







7:

WHAT WORKS AND HOW DO WE KNOW?

In 2011 Guidance for School Leadership Teamsi1 evidenced impact from the following activities
• Reported outcomes of increased parental engagement include improved academic performance;
improved relationships between parents, teachers and schools; and increased parental involvement
in schools.
• Interventions focusing on both academic outcomes and parenting skills are more effective than
interventions addressing either aspect in isolation.
• A number of parenting characteristics are statistically associated with children’s levels of
achievement, including parental promotion of reading and learning, parents’ relationships and
interactions with the child, and disciplinary practices. This is the case across all levels of family

1

Aston, H. and Grayson, H. (2013). Teacher Guide: Rapid Review of Parental
Engagement and Narrowing the Gap in Attainment for Disadvantaged Children. Slough
and Oxford: NFER and Oxford University Press.
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• resources, suggesting that positive parenting benefits children regardless of their
socioeconomic circumstance.
• Support and training for parents can achieve greater parental confidence in managing children’s
behaviour and supporting children’s learning.
• Parental engagement can improve the home learning environment, leading to increased parental
confidence in supporting children’s literacy at home and a major impact on achievement.
• There is robust evidence of the impact of family learning, literacy and numeracy (FLLN)
programmes.
• There is a large volume of evidence on the impact of parental engagement programmes on
children’s literacy, but much less for other curriculum areas.

So, what does that mean for us as schools, colleges, alternative provisions and other
partners?

8:

WRITING A STRATEGY

If you are looking at a review of your parental engagement strategies, and you should be regularly,
you need to keep the following in mind:













Parents of children with SEND are vital to the beneficial impact of parental participation
Make sure that you give this proper resourcing, remembering the cost to parents on low
incomes may be significant just to get to the venue, and that you include a wide range of
parents, carers and guardians in the consultations.
Identify the outcomes and impact you wish to attain from the engagement of parents, carers
and guardians.
Make sure there is sufficient staff capacity to support the development of the strategy. This
includes training for staff and volunteers in your service. (Bear in mind some schools have
resourced their parental engagement through the pupil premium.)
Make sure that you have all your teams and senior staff engaged and governors and trustee
commitment from the beginning.
Identify risk and barriers to participation, and look at ways to overcome these from the start.
Do you have a clear vision of all families being reachable?
Identify how you are going to evaluate the impact of parental engagement, and link these to
key outcomes for children and young people.
Reflect on and share the learning from activities. This is as important for engagement with
the carer of an individual child or young person with significant challenges to their learning
as it is for a group of parents looking to raise funds for the setting.
You need to ensure that your strategy is sustainable. Make sure that you have not just put
one person in the lead of this without any succession planning in case they leave. This is the
case for parents as well as for staffing support.
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Keeping the child / young person firmly in focus, prioritise communicat
ion, maximise inclusion, access and choice and knock down those barriers!
You will need to ensure that you use a whole service approach to the active participation of
parents, guardians and carers, and that will involve consultation activity on a one to one and
group basis. By using a clear defined process this should enable collaboration, inclusive
access and ultimate success.
The consultation process for working with parents, carers and guardians is the same as for the
children and young people.

8:1

The Consultation Process (right click on image to access link to the full

chapter)

Identify
Need
Review
and reflect
on the
learning

What are
the
objectives

Collate
and
Feedback
on results

Plan the
Process

Do it!
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8.2
i

Evaluate, review and reflect on the learning

What were you trying to achieve. How do you
know if you have succeeded or failed to meet
outcomes of the consultation or involvement of
individuals? Did you have clear objectives and
outcomes?

What data do you need to measure to
ascertain the effectiveness of your strategy or
activity. surveys? feedback forms?
attainment data after the involvement?

Collect and collate the data, information
and feedback you need. Share what you
have learned and evaluate whether or
not your strategy is fit for purpose or
needs to be tweaked.

Stoke-on-Trent Inclusion Service and Partners:

Reflect on your learning. What will you
share with your partners, parents? What
will you do differently next time?
What worked and should be clebrated.?
Have you thanked those that took part?

9:

SUPPORTING ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN HOME AND SCHOOL.

Co-operative working with parents will provide effective partnerships between the service and
home. It will show where there are potential difficulties as well as opportunities for working
together early on in the relationship between the family and the setting.
SEND Services, schools, colleges and other settings should provide a selection of opportunities to
involve parents in the education of and communication between their child and school activity.
Some examples:
 A parent notice board in reception. Keep it tidy and up to date. Perhaps parents could
manage this on behalf of the school.
 Through the notice board or newsletter in addition to online communication, ensure that
parents know key dates such as holiday dates, school outings and events and consultation
and other activities that parents and carers can engage in to enable them to take part in the
life of the setting.
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Parents with cars offer to support those for whom getting to school can be a problem.
Friends of SEND group support parents and school to enable effective engagement and
communication.
Coffee morning/evenings to enable parents whose children face challenges in their
education are able to network and support each other.
Provide joint training and development activities for parents/carers and school staff… eg.
Quality and Voice.
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10:

ENGAGEMENT THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA

As many of our service users and parents begin to get savvier with the electronic communication
systems now available, social media is becoming a lifeline for some and a necessity for many. Your
service may have its own Facebook page or Twitter account for example.
Young people seem to exist in a virtual world and as we become better able to use the tools, it might
be one way you can use to engage with parents and carers. In doing that you might feel that giving
parents advice on staying ahead of the game and how stay safe from online trolls and predators they
take account of the advice from the UK Safer Internet Centre. For safety information on all the
popular web sites and social media sites ctrl and click here
Hopefully, engagement with parents using social media is part of your services’ e-safety policy. Do
you include engagement with parents who may not have the literacy skills or comprehension skills to
understand the risks to themselves and others of inappropriate use of the social media forums. It
makes it so much easier when you can send an email out to a group of parents, or a quick text to
announce the cancellation of Sports Day for example. However, there are a number of parents
in the city, who have children with significant challenges to learning, who themselves face some
similar challenges with literacy or indeed with technology itself. So using social media can, while
being very active, become very exclusive for those who find it more difficult to communicate.

10.1

Online Reputation

Social media, email, chat aps, text, games consoles,
tablets, iphones, android systems, watches, and
soon spectacles too. Children and families have access to
many ways of keeping in touch. However,
We have all seen tirades and outbursts from staff and
parents at one point or another when stress
has been high, but you must remember that whereas
spoken words do fade in time, the written
word is there forever. . It can be copied, circulated and
commented on from the moment you hit that ‘send’
command.
Images reproduced with the kind permission of Mike Price
Youth Minister/ D of E Coordinator for Amplify Youth Group in Ormskirk

Your online reputation starts the moment anyone sees a comment, post, blog, response to someone
else’s post or comment or a tag on a photograph. Also when someone else either mentions you by
name or pretends to be you.
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So, it is vital when using social media to engage parents, to have clear guidance for those who can
access it. Accept that it is an excellent tool for keeping in touch, and passing on information to
parents, but it is most useful when monitored effectively. Keep yourself safe and ensure that you
know what to do if you suspect a parent, or yourselves, are being targeted inappropriately.
For information about e-safety the Stoke Local Safeguarding Children Board have an excellent web
site that can assist.

10.2

Advice for services and for Parents
UK Safer Internet: has masses of information and guidance for example:

Four steps:

1. Have ongoing conversations with your children about staying safe online
2. Use safety tools on social networks and other online services, eg Facebook privacy
settings
3. Decide if you want to use parental controls on your home internet
4. Understand devices and the parental control tools they offer in our Parents' Guide to
Technology

11:

PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT JOURNEY

The journey starts with the moment the child comes into the life of an individual. Be it a birth
parent or a guardian, a foster carer or family short break provider. Services get involved and
understanding and engagement grows.

Those parents and carers that engage effectively in service consultation and evaluation, those who
move on to support other parents those few steps behind in time and experience, those who come
to the area with a background in help and support. Those who have been involved in the one thing
that the parent you are working with has not. They have the experience which could support others
to engage. It needs encouragement and sensitivity to bring these parents along the road and
enable them to support others through engagement with the support networks and forums.

11.1 Parent Led Support and Engagement in Stoke on Trent
The Stoke Parent Carer Forum is made up of parents and carers whose children and young people
face challenges with their learning and health. The Forum is the strategic partner for the Local
Authority , supporting the development of policy and strategy and provides an important and
essential link to all other networks and services providing a family perspective around a number of
strategic areas such as SEND reforms, Hazel Trees, Aiming High and Healthwatch.
Our PEGIS (Parent Engagement in Stoke) Network is a collective of parents across the city whose
children face significant challenges in their learning. They support each other through experiences
and link to the SENDIASS service so can ensure that parents and carers are signposted to the help
and guidance that they need to face their challenges on their child’s education journey.
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11.2

The Engagement Experiences We Collect Through Parenting

A little support from someone who has been there can
make all the difference to the outcome for a family.

Conclusion : Sue Thomas Outreach Manager – Children England.

I have worked with services in the private, public and voluntary sector in Stoke-on-Trent
collecting collating information,intelligence, ideas, needs and solutions to put into this
document. 40 different services across the public and voluntary sector s took part in the
workshops and therefore the consultations. Parents, carers and guardians have met with
me in schools, shopping centers and services across the sectors in the city and I am awed at
the commitment of service providers to listen to parents, carers, guardians, young adults
and children. I wish I could thank everyone again individually here but I do, however, want
to specifically thank those parents, carers, guardians who have taken time to attend
workshops and talk together to ensure we can help services to listen well to families,
whatever their structure; and moreover really show that they value diverse points of view.
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Appendix 1 Getting Help

PARENT SERVICES for children, young people and young adults with SEND are
accessed through our LOCAL OFFER Web Site.

Help for parents if you are concerned about the safety or well-being of a child can be accessed through
the Local Safeguarding Children Board.

Appendix 2

Pegis Network : Facebook Support Groups Online

The Stoke-On-Trent City Council and Children England take no responsibility for the conduct, content
or accessibility of these support networks. They have been supplied by parents for the use of
parents. We would, however, strongly recommend that each group makes it very clear for users
how to access help if they are targeted by someone they do not wish to be in contact with and who
does not cease such contact when requested to do so.
Help is available through NSPCC or LSCB
Pegis

https://www.facebook.com/groups/590378741069426/

Stoke on Trent mums club

https://www.facebook.com/groups/304215319740952/

Stoke parent and carer forum

https://www.facebook.com/groups/stokepcf/

North staffs and stoke ASD group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/northstaffsandstokeasd/

Helping hands for prem. babies

https://www.facebook.com/groups/476029445741587/

Pda awareness

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1098430363540888/

Toddler whisperer

https://www.facebook.com/groups/332517513556050/

Need2know

https://www.facebook.com/groups/159157390824357/

Stoke mum and baby club

https://www.facebook.com/groups/772812349465247/

Sot toddler group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/410277529166605/

Mummy meet group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1646095512273753/

Jump to it

https://www.facebook.com/groups/473330106090041/

Friends and Disabilities

https://www.facebook.com/groups/844779595587763/

Stoke on Trent Home Ed meet up

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1403149209940855/

Little legs advice and selling page

https://www.facebook.com/groups/694481210584277/

Natural parenting

https://www.facebook.com/groups/687788664627769/

School holidays group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/616823978352239/

Disability AIDS Stoke on Trent

https://www.facebook.com/groups/MandyandMartin/

SoT family days out

https://www.facebook.com/groups/383149598416094/

Disability items for sale in SoT

https://www.facebook.com/groups/711180228960521/

Places to visit in SoT with kids

https://www.facebook.com/groups/267557243437182/

Surviving the school holidays in sot

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1703189809953822/

Pandas

https://www.facebook.com/groups/279530878885465/

Stoke free baby stuff

https://www.facebook.com/groups/212409645460530/

Mummies and daddies selling and discussion group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/mummies.daddies.selling.stoke/
FAS in stoke
Child Minding service

https://www.facebook.com/groups/724786184271394/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/sarahschildmindingservice/

Stoke deaf 5 aside

https://www.facebook.com/groups/237237529730076/

Child minders in Stoke

https://www.facebook.com/groups/985251641547093/

Meet a mum

https://www.facebook.com/groups/764654876956736/

Tams SOT

https://www.facebook.com/groups/489869414361795/

Stoke breakfast club Just

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1500925490186173/

for kids around stoke

https://www.facebook.com/groups/313139128788491/

Why not add your own
favorite links?
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Appendix 3

Additional Online Specific Support for Parents

New North Staffs/ Stoke-on-Trent group | British Stammering ...
www.stammering.org/speaking-out/article/new-north-staffs-stoke-trent-group
This was set up with the intention of giving mutual support and friendship to people who stammer
Specialist helpline for anyone (teachers, parents or students) .
Communication Trust
www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/media/12910/stoke-ttyb.doc
The project is based in Stoke-on-Trent and focuses on support for children and of practitioners' and
parents' knowledge in relation to speech and language
The Dyspraxia Foundation in Stoke-on-trent and Uttoxeter – North
www.netmums.com/northstaffs/local/view/support-groups/special-needs-dyspraxia/the-dyspraxiafoundation
As the parent of a child with dyspraxia you may feel very isolated and anxious. Talking to Stoke-ontrent and Uttoxeter - North Staffordshire ... Advice & support
Epilepsy Support | UK Epilepsy Blog
www.ukepilepsy.com/category/epilepsy-support-groups/
We are a community support group for families that live with Epilepsy
Stoke Afghani Assn.
https://www.facebook.com/SAA-457497144319508/?ref=py_c
Family Star - Outcomes Star
www.outcomesstar.org.uk/family-star/
The Outcomes Stars™ for parents The Family Star, Family Star Plus, and Family Star (Early Years) are
widely used to support parents and their families.
Parents / Carers – Upside
www.upsideonline.co.uk/app/information/information_parentscarers/p/28
Free, safe and confidential to support the emotional wellbeing and mental health of young people
aged 11-18 years living in Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent.
West Midlands England - The Survivors Trust
thesurvivorstrust.org/find-support/west-midlands-england
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Counselling Bulletin or newsletter; Therapy groups; Mutual support groups; Information. Services
for ... Services for: Young people under 18 years; Parents of survivors of rape or sexual abuse
SAVANA, Stoke-on-Trent (Staffordshire)
The Peter Pan Nursery
www.thepeterpannursery.com/about/
The Nursery also provides valuable help and support to all parents and carers of children with
special needs from Stoke on Trent, Newcastle under Lyme, ...
Just One Shot :: Welcome
www.justoneshot.org.uk/services.php
Parent support is provided, as are some complementary therapies and structured daycare
SENDirect
https://www.sendirect.org.uk/information/sendirect-for-families/a-parent-guide/
SENDirect was created to help support you and your family by providing you with information and a
place where you can see all the services that are available in your area. You can use SENDirect to
contact providers of these services and negotiate a package that better suits your child. You can
share your information with people in your child's life so they can help as well. Your account lets you
keep track of your conversations and lets you buy services once you have agreed them.
North Staffs Carers Association in Stoke-on-Trent and Uttoxeter .
www.netmums.com/northstaffs/local/view/support-groups/general/north-staffs-carers-association
North Staffs Carers Association understands the demands that caring can bring having over twenty
years experience of supporting Carers.
UK Local Gay Support Groups & Organisations by PFLAG UK
www.pflag.co.uk/localsupport.htm
Local UK Gay Support Groups, PFLAG UK: Parents, Friends, Family of Lesbians and Gays in Stoke-onTrent – North Staffordshire
Aiming Higher Together parent forum Stoke-on-Trent
www.ahtstokeparentforum.com
Aiming Higher Together is a parent carer forum in Stoke-on-Trent
Stoke and North Staffordshire Deaf Children's Society | National .
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www.ndcs.org.uk/family_support/support_in_your_area/local_groups/find_a_local_group/west_mi
dlands/st
The Stoke & North Staffordshire Deaf Children's Society is a local group run by parents and carers of
deaf children
Information for Parents - Stoke-on-Trent City Council Local Offer Web Site

http://localoffer.stoke.gov.uk/kb5/stoke/directory/home.page
Appendix 4 How to Support People Who May Be on The ASD Pathway.
People who are on the ASD pathway are individuals, not conditions and feel it very deeply when
their views are not taken into account. This is usually due to lack of understanding of Autism which
is a varied and complex condition.
The term ‘autistic’ is often used to signify children, young people, young adults, parents and carers
too, who have a diagnosis of autism. This includes autism, Asperger’s Syndrome and atypical autism.
It is well recognised that there are a number of terms that have been used for this cohort of people
including ‘autism spectrum condition (ASC) and autism spectrum disorder (ASD) the latter being the
term most used in Stoke on Trent.
Autism is a term used to describe a neurological difference in brain development that has a marked
effect on how a person develops. It is a lifelong spectrum condition which means that, while all
those individuals with autism share certain challenges and difficulties, their condition will affect
them in different ways and to different degrees.
It has been recently announced that a number of people, particularly women and girls, may have
autism and may not have been diagnosed. Communication is a significant issue when
communicating with people, adults and children, with Autism so this checklist, identified on a poster
in the Fostering Service offices, may assist you.









Explain at every stage what you are about to do, what will happen next and why.
Give the person enough time to understand the information you are sharing and wait a few
seconds for a response if it is not given immediately.
Questions should be clear and direct using language that is easy to understand and pictures
where necessary. Do not rely on the person to pick up on the meaning of your questions or
body language.
People with autism might take what you say literally so avoid words with a double meaning
and humour that could be misunderstood.
Maintain a routine – familiarity is often important to some people with autism.
Social difficulties may include lack of eye contact and unusual body language, talking at
inappropriate moments or about inappropriate topics.
Repetative behaviours might be coping mechanism and therefore should be expected.
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The environment is important – some people with autism are particularly sensitive to light,
movement, sounds, smell and touch. Try to keep the immediate environment as calm as
possible to help alleviate any anxiety.
Always consider the person’s behaviour in terms of his or her autism, even if it becomes
challenging.
As the person and/or parent, carer, guardian or advocate what support they might need.

AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS:
10 TIPS TO SUPPORT ME
MD Joaquin Fuentes developed these ten statements in 2014
1. I am not “autistic.” I am first, foremost, and always a person, a student, a child, and I have autism.
Do not confuse me with my condition. And, please, do not use the term in a negative or
inconsiderate way. I deserve to be respected.
2. I am an individual. Having autism does not make me the same as other people with autism. Make
an effort to know me as an individual, to understand my strengths, my weaknesses, and me. Ask
me—and my friends and my family, if I cannot reply— about my dreams.
3. I deserve services, just like all children. Services for me begin early. Autism is—or it will be, when
recognized—a public health issue in many countries of the world. There are instruments to screen it.
They should be applied in the framework of screening for other developmental disabilities. If you
start soon, my life will be different! And remember that about one quarter of my siblings will have
autism or other problems. Help them; they are an important part of my life.
4. I belong in the health care system, just like all children. Include me in regular health care. The
health care system should adapt to me, limiting waiting times and ensuring that I understand what is
to be done, by using, for example, easy-to-read materials, pictograms, technologic means, and so
forth. Other patients also will benefit.
5. I belong with other children. Do not separate me from them because you want to treat me,
educate me, or care for me. I can, and I should, be placed in regular schools and regular community
settings, and special support should be provided to me in those places. I have something to teach
other children and something to learn from them.
6. I belong with my family. Plan with me for my future and my transitions. I am the one who should
decide, and, when my ability to do so is limited, my family and friends will speak for me. No
government agency can take place of my family, and, please, make sure that our society values my
family’s generosity when they support me on society’s behalf.
7. I deserve the right to evidence-based services. These may not be convenient or easy, but when I
get them, I do better. Do not substitute my educational, health, and social support with medication.
I may require medication, and I look forward to new developments in biological treatments, but you
must be cautious in their use. Count on me for research ventures; get me involved, with all my rights
protected. I also want to help others.
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8. I belong in society. Engage me in vocational training. I want to contribute. The services I need
during my adult life should be guided by self-determination, relationships, and inclusion in all the
activities of my community. Your goal must be to adapt the environment I have to face and modify
settings and attitudes. It also will make our society better.
9. I have human rights, and I face discrimination for many reasons. Many of us live in poverty with no
community support system. Some of us are immigrants or minorities, including sexual minorities.
Keep a gender perspective. Girls and women with autism are often at greater risk of violence, injury,
or abuse.
10. I belong in the world. I have a role to play. We, and my legal representatives, want to be involved
in policy making, its development, and its evaluation. You need my help to know what should be
done. Empower me. Remember my motto: nothing about me, without me.

Further information from Autism Speaks

Appendix 5 Advocacy Explained
What is Advocacy?
Advocacy is a process of supporting and enabling people to express their views and concerns; access
information and services and defend and promote their rights and responsibilities.
Children with significant challenges to their learning be it through personal circumstance, special
educational needs and or disabilities are all very different, one from another. Their needs for
support are different and may change during their lifetime. A variety of advocacy themes have
developed to recognise these differences which mainly fall into four discreet areas.
Statutory Advocacy: Government policy, strategy and guidance are very clear that people should be
enabled to be active citizens and have a say about how services work where they live, particularly
those that impact on their lives and education. It also recognises that some adults, children, young
people and young adults may need some support to make this happen.
Self Advocacy : Children, young people and young adults will often come together to speak up for
themselves, such as within our Children in Care Council groups. It is what most of us do most of the
time.
This is the best kind of advocacy, where people feel able and willing to do so and should also be
worked towards.
Peer Advocacy: This is when the advocate and the advocacy partner share similar experiences or
environments. This happens, for example, between children who may live together in a small group
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home, those who attend special schools, those experiencing mental ill health and those with a
learning disability. It sometimes means that people who have experienced the same things feel that
they hae a better understanding and can be more supportive.
Citizen Advocacy: We often build up long term relationships with people and start speaking up for
them. Sometimes as a friend and sometimes as a volunteer.
Citizen Advocacy is a partnership between two people. One is usually called the advocacy partner
and one the citizen advocate.
An advocacy partner is someone at risk of having choices, wishes and decisions ignored or
misunderstood and who needs help in making them known and making sure they are responded to.
A citizen advocate is a person who volunteers to speak up for and supports an advocacy partner and
is not paid to do so, perhaps does not even realise that s/he is advocating. S/he is just speaking up
for someone who needs support.
Key points to note about citizen advocacy:







The citizen advocate is unpaid and independent of service providers and families and is
generally a member of the local community.
The advocacy partnership is one to one and the advocate’s loyalty is to the advocacy partner
alone.
The advocacy relationship is based on trust and confidentiality
The citizen advocate identifies the partner’s choices and decisions but does not make or
influence them.
The partnership is long term and not time limited. It lasts for as long as both partners want
it to
An advocacy scheme may be in place and ‘matches’ the advocate and partner.

APPENDIX 6 Ferre Laevers emotional well-being and involvement scales

The Leuven scales for emotional well-being and involvement were developed by the Research
Centre for Experiential Education at Leuven University, under the supervision of Professor Ferre
Laevers MD in 2011. This scale is used by staff of the Early Years Intervention Service and others. .
These are two sets of indictors that should be considered when planning any educational setting for
those 0 – 99.
Emotional well being
Vital component in evidencing emotional intelligence and good mental health.
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The Leuven Scale for Well-being
1) Extremely low
The child clearly shows signs of discomfort such as crying or screaming. They may look
dejected, sad, frightened or angry. The child does not respond to the environment, avoids
contact and is withdrawn. The child may behave aggressively, hurting him/herself
or others.
2) Low
The posture, facial expression and actions indicate that the child does not feel at ease. However,
the signals are less explicit than under level 1 or the sense of discomfort is not expressed the
whole time.
3) Moderate
The child has a neutral posture. Facial expression and posture show little or no emotion. There
are no signs indicating sadness or pleasure, comfort or discomfort.
4) High
The child shows obvious signs of satisfaction (as listed under level 5). However, these signals are
not constantly present with the same intensity.
5) Extremely high
The child looks happy and cheerful, smiles, cries out with pleasure. They may be lively and full of
energy. Actions can be spontaneous and expressive. The child may talk to him/herself, play with
sounds, hum, sing. The child appears relaxed and does not show any signs of stress or tension.
He /she is open and accessible to the environment. The child expresses self-confidence and selfassurance.

Level of involvement
Involvement focuses on the extent to which pupils are operating to their full capabilities. In
particular it refers to whether the child is focused, engaged and interested in various activities.
The Leuven Scale for Involvement
1) Low Activity
Activity at this level can be simple, stereotypic, repetitive and passive. The child is absent
and displays no energy. There is an absence of cognitive demand. The child characteristically
may stare into space. N.B. This may be a sign of inner concentration.
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2) A Frequently Interrupted Activity
The child is engaged in an activity but half of the observed period includes moments of nonactivity, in which the child is not concentrating and is staring into space. There may be
frequent interruptions in the child’s concentration, but his/her Involvement is not enough to
return to the activity.
3) Mainly Continuous Activity
The child is busy at an activity but it is at a routine level and the real signals for Involvement
are missing. There is some progress but energy is lacking and concentration is at a routine
level. The child can be easily distracted.
4) Continuous Activity with Intense Moments
The child’s activity has intense moments during which activities at Level 3 can come to have
special meaning. Level 4 is reserved for the kind of activity seen in those intense moments,
and can be deduced from the ‘Involvement signals’. This level of activity is resumed after
interruptions. Stimuli, from the surrounding environment, however attractive cannot seduce
the child away from the activity.
5) Sustained Intense Activity
The child shows continuous and intense activity revealing the greatest Involvement. In the
observed period not all the signals for Involvement need be there, but the essential ones
must be present: concentration, creativity, energy and persistence. This intensity must be
present for almost all the observation period.
Measuring well-being and involvement
Using the scales outlined above, teachers and support staff should observe the child either alone or
as part of a group for two minutes at a time then score the well-being and involvement elements.
However, it is natural for levels of well-being and involvement to fluctuate throughout the day and it
is therefore unrealistic to expect children to operate at levels 4 or 5 at all times.
The initial observation is the starting point for further analysis concentrating on pupils with lower
levels of well-being and / or involvement. This analysis should inform educators about the quality
and suitability of their work and it should provide some sort of framework for intervention toward
individual pupils.
Measuring a child’s wellbeing and involvement can also empower and energiser teachers and
practitioners. If educators can see that their efforts are leading to a high level of wellbeing
involvement in their pupils then it’s likely that this will serve as a galvanising force and result in a
cycle of continual improvement.
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The Centre for Research in Early Childhood published an interesting article detailing how to carry out
the Leuven Scale observations: Effective Early Learning Programme Child Involvement Scale

Appendix 7
Supporting a child or adult with hearing impairment to engage.
You may not know immediately that the person you are speaking with, the child in the corner who
will not look up at their name, that the child who holds onto you whenever possible or the parent
looking at you as if you are from outer space has an hearing impairment. It is invisible.
A person may be born with a hearing loss or impairment, but it could also be acquired at any time
during a person’s life due to illness, accident, sudden loss or the sound slowly fades.
It can affect one or both ears, it may be there for life or temporary but there are ways to make
things easier for these individuals within the school or service.
The following tips are good for any child with impaired hearing, with or without a hearing aid.
However a child with no hearing, or significant hearing loss should have additional support with
learning.










A person who has difficulty hearing should not be seated too close to an open window
where there maybe ongoing background noise such as traffic, fans or heavy machinery, the
door which may be used regularly letting noise from the rest of the building into the room.
When speaking to aan individual with a hearing impairment, speak clearly, look at the
person and ensure your face is not in shadow .
Do not turn away or cover your mouth when speaking to a person who has an hearing
impairment
Ensure that tools to enable a child to engage from SEND services and that there is a finger
alphabet on the well that can be used by all children, hearing impaired or not, as well as
adults.
Make sure that the person is near to the speaker or teacher where possible.
Use visual clues when seeking views of those who have an hearing impairment. .
Make sure the person knows you are speaking to them and you have their attention.

APPENDIX 8
SUPPORTING A CHILD WITH A VISUAL IMPAIRMENT TO ENGAGE
There are many children, young people and adults who have some type of visual challenge at some
time in their lives. Perhaps they have challenges with reading small print, or seeing objects clearly
across a room. Most of these challenges are treated easily with corrective lenses or glasses.
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RNIB states that visual impairment is a term experts use to describe any kind of vision loss, whether
it's someone who cannot see at all or someone who has partial vision loss. Some people are
completely blind, but many others have what's called legal blindness.
A child or adult that does not have the ability to use her sight to understand the world around her
may need to use other senses such as touch
S/he will need additional help to understand the world around them, which children who are fully
sighted would develop through watching and mimicking the world around them.
There will need to be clear explanations often repeated of discriptions because limited sight can
have a strong impact on a child’s ability to understand and develop social skills, the meaning of
words and concepts.

What You Can Do
In addition to seeing if your child is eligible for early intervention services and working with a teacher
of students with visual impairments, you can help your child grow and develop by remembering that
she can learn almost anything that anyone else learns—but she may have to learn it in a different
way. Try to keep the following in mind.
Give your child explanations and descriptions and ask her questions!
Don’t assume that your child ‘gets it’ just because they have been shown it. Your child may need
additional information to make sense of what other children learn by watching.
Remember that your child may only be obtaining small pieces of information
A sighted child may learn by looking at ‘the whole picture’ before breaking it down into component
parts. Many children with a visual impairment will experience the world the other way around. He
may have to rely on touch or feeling and so may get only parts of the picture. Provide extra verbal
information and allow your child to feel and explore things in that way

Help your child put it all together
When you go shopping at the mall, you may see a bakery but your child may instead smell it. You
might see the video arcade but your child might hear it. If you explain and help her make sense of all
the simultaneous information she may be receiving, you can help her increase her understanding of
the world.

Provide direct experiences
Children who are visually impaired need to have direct experiences in order to learn what sighted
children learn by looking. For example, your child might not know that blocks can be stacked on top
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of each other until you or her older brother show her how to stack them by using hand-under-hand
or hand-over-hand.

Give her time
It may take longer for your child to do everyday tasks than other children who are sighted. Give her
the time she needs to explore and to complete things on her own.

Build on other experiences
If possible, remind your child about a previous experience when telling her about something new.
This can help make new information clearer and can help reinforce it in her mind. For example, "This
dog's coat is straight and smooth—she's a Labrador retriever. Remember the dog with curly fur we
met yesterday? He was a poodle."

Don't fall into the habit of "doing"
Because your child has to process so much information, it may be tempting to do things for her
because it's quicker. It's also tempting for her to let you do things for her. But it's not really helpful
to her in the long run. Let your child do things for herself, and in that way she'll learn to do them—
and will also feel good about herself because she's learned.

Adapted from Family Connect advice to parents.
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Appendix 9
Supporting People with Dyslexia.
. What is Dyslexia?









The word 'dyslexia' comes from the Greek and means 'difficulty with words'.
It is a life long, usually genetic, inherited condition and affects around 10% of the
population.
Dyslexia occurs in people of all races, backgrounds and abilities, and varies from person to
person: no two people will have the same set of strengths and weaknesses.
Dyslexia occurs independently of intelligence.
Dyslexia is really about information processing: dyslexic people may have difficulty
processing and remembering information they see and hear. This can affect learning and the
acquisition of literacy skills.
Dyslexia is one of a family of Specific Learning Difficulties. It often co-occurs with related
conditions, such as dyspraxia, dyscalculia and attention deficit disorder.
On the plus side, dyslexic people often have strong visual, creative and problem solving skills
and are prominent among entrepreneurs, inventors, architects, engineers and in the arts
and entertainment world. Many famous and successful people are dyslexic. British Dyslexia
Association

Children and young people and parents have said that it can make them feel ‘different’ and ‘targeted
as stupid in school (Alan 15)’. ‘I can think faster than most of my friends and if I could understand
how the words fit on the paper, I bet I could write a good book.’ (Jamie 11)
‘Sometimes when I am being told what to do, the words I hear get all jumbled up in my mind and I
just can’t take in what is being said to me.’ (quote from the BDA website.)
‘I don’t wear rose tinted glasses just for fun you know.’ Parent

There are many ways to support and advise parents of children who have dyslexia. Advice for
schools can be obtained through the Stoke on Trent Local Offer and for parents and carers through
the Dyslexia Association of Staffordshire.
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Appendix 10
A TEMPLATE FOR A PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT POLICY
This is a template with example of an involvement/engagement/participation policy layout. You will need to add things to it and
perhaps remove some to make it right for your school or service. Please make sure that the language you use is widely understood
by your teams and parents that acronyms are explained and the fewer rather than more words are used.
Once you have finished your document, you might want to summarise it for parents and carers. In doing this remember that parents
come from very different places with regard to involvement in schools and can perceive language differently. Get parents to develop
the summary, and the policy with you, or better still, for you. Co-production works!
Of course you might already have a Parent Engagement Policy – is it time to review it?
Your policy might look like this…
NAME AND LOCATION OF SERVICE (Web/twitter/email and other social media too)
PURPOSE - a brief outline of your organisation including mission/vision statement and information on any parent groups you run.
(You can include hyperlink here to more information held elsewhere.)
PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS DOCUMENT – CONTACT DETAILS
DATE:
RATIONALE
Parents are the first educator of every child. We (or name of service) believe that it is our responsibility to try and ensure that all
parents, carers and guardians have the opportunity to feel that they are engaged with the service and included as partners in their
child’s participation; particularly where their child has a special educational need and / or a disability that affects their learning.
(PLEASE insert relevant legislation in here such as Section 19 of the Children and Families Act 2014, The SEND Code of Practice
2015 Section 10.)
OBJECTIVES
•

To develop and encourage parents interest in their own child’s participation and learning.

Sue Thomas – Children England
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•

To raise awareness of the types of activity going on in (insert your service name here)

•

To encourage all staff and volunteers, including trustees, to show a positive attitude to all parents, making them feel engaged,
welcome, listened to and valued.

•

To encourage parents to contribute to their child’s experience within the service by sharing achievements and events at home.
Positive as well as those that prove to be challenges.

•

To ensure resources are available including staff time and flexibility of activities to ensure that parents have the ability to engage.
We will seek to identify risks and barriers to parental engagement within our service and seek ways to address them.

•

A commitment to co-produce strategy, policy and working routines to establish practice of engagement throughout the
organisation.

•

To provide opportunities for parents to be involved in their child’s activities and learning to foster and develop partnerships, such
as meetings of parents whose children have a special educational need and/or disability to enable consultation and
networking/support for those parents.

•

To reflect on and share learning from these events, including evaluation summaries, results and successful methods of
engagement.

•

To encourage parents to transmit positive attitudes to children about learning through better understanding of the services we
provide..

HOW WE INTEND TO DO THIS
We aim to encourage parents to become engaged by:•
•
•

Providing regular opportunities for parents, carers and guardians to come together with staff engaged with their child(ren)
Involving parents in the co-production of planning, review and monitoring of our service as stakeholders or trustees.
Encourage our staff to be available to chat to parents before and after school both through formal and informal opportunities such
as:
• Inviting parents meetings to discuss the progress of their child(ren) and explore future needs.

Sue Thomas – Children England
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Involve parents, carers, and guardians in structured conversations which value all opinions and create positive and
constructive working relationships
Holding parents workshops and open activities for them to take part with their children in activities we provide..
Encouraging parents to support fund raising initiatives.
Providing parents with information about the behaviour management and safeguarding policies.
Ensuring bilingual staff / volunteers are available to help parents for whom English is an Additional Language as often as
possible.
Keeping our website up to date and ensure parental engagement features are up to date and regularly reviewed..
Inviting parents to induction meetings and to meetings to ensure effective transitions from our service..
Inviting prospective parents to visit the service.
Actively listen to parents concerns and compliments and act on them.
Encourage parents to support others who are new or struggling to participate in the life of our service.

This

Service

will:

•

Have a member of staff or volunteer who will be the main link for parental engagement activities.

•

Encourage the PTA and Governors to identify a lead for parental engagement within their groups.

•

Ensure the suitability of parents who wish to volunteer within the service.

•

Ensure that parents are aware of the need for confidentiality.

•

Ensure that parents are aware of Safeguarding and other relevant policies.

•

Ensure, for parents of children or young people with challenges to learning, the service maintains a link to the Local Offer web
site and relevant parent service links. (e.g.The Stoke Parent Carer Forum (SPCF) and the Parent Engagement In Stoke
(PEGIS) Network. )

AGREED BY GOVERNING BODY OF (NAME OF SERVICE HERE) ON…………………….
REVIEW DATE: This document will be reviewed and refreshed on………………………..

Sue Thomas – Children England
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Framing Your Policy for Parental Engagement

Main Plan Purpose
of
Headings
Section/Policy

1. Purpose

the Additional information or Tools /Resources you Engagement/Consultation
cross references
might use
and
Involvement
of
parents/carers
and
guardians.
What is the purpose of Mission/Aims/Obs/Values
Constitution
Post it Workshops
the document or
A short paragraph about
Strategic Plan
Facilitated workshop
statement– make it
the sector in which the
Work with other services
Working group of parents
clear in your
organisation operates
from a similar sector
statement, the
Clear understanding of
organisation mission
what you want from
and values, and the
parents/carer
differences you make
engagement/consultation
through effective
engagement of
parents.
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It is really important to share the idea that being
different might feel like a problem at the time.
But ultimately, diversity is a strength.
(Carson Kressley)
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